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PU1CE TEN CENTS

GARNET ICE MEN TAKE OVER
COMPLETE PLANS FOR BATES'
Frosh Triumph
COLBY IN OVERTIME GAME
BIGGEST WINTER CARNIVAL
Over Cantonites
Arthur Brown Chairman of Committee on Arrangements.
All Four Maine Colleges to Compete on Feb. 12.
Second Big Hop Scheduled for the Evening.
On February tenth will begin the
seventh annual Winter Carnival of the
Bates Outing Club. Beginning in 1920,
the rarniv.nl has experienced its ups
and downs until it lias immerged as
yoar,ly event which amounts
almost to a tradition. One year it was
run off under the BCOrehing sun on the
first of March. What ever the obstacles and whatever the weather conditions it has never failed to be a
history-making event. And that is
what it will be this year. The committee, with Arthur Brown as chair
man. composed .if Landman. MeCurdy.
Tracy. Miss Seeber, ami Miss Benson
have worked UP a program that is fit
to go down heside those of past years.
The new hockev rink will be the
scene of the first afternoon of the fete
That will be Thursday. There will be
competition among the men and among
the women. Skating and jumping will
lie open to everyone. Anyone wishing
to participate should see Brown about
entries. Just get out the skates and
come around on Thursday afternoon.
Medals are to be awarded to the win-i
tiers.
Or. the next day, Friday, the scene
changes to the athletic field i> aid ■
Rand and the slopes of Mt. David.
Skiis and Snowshoes are to be the
attire—alon" with the knickers and
sweaters. There will be dashes and
bstaele races as well as skiing down
lip' mountain
Rut the afternoon only opens the
day. There is to bo no halt made at
■t. for on Friday night comes the
(Continued on Page 2, Column 2)

Sensational Race
by "Allie" Wills
Captain of Track Team
Comes in Second
at Boston
Captain A. Allison Wills of the Rates
track team ran to a sensational second
place in the mile race at the K of C
games last Saturday evening. Against
a field composel of the best milers of
the East, Allie ran second only to T.loyd
Hahn of the B. A. A., one .if the nut
standing distance nuui of the eountry
and holder of the world 's record in the
three quarters of a mile. His placing
second is significant in that his condition did not approach that of the
majority of the contestants. The Bates
captain should be due for a sensational
year.
This is Wills fourth and last year of
intercollegiate competition. From an
ungainly runner he has developed into
a runner of national reputation, due
to his capturing the Xcw England
Intercollegiate mile title last year and
his placing third in the Nationals at
Chicago. In his Sophomore year he
won the state two mile championship
and last year he romped to a win in the
mile event. Besides his ability as a
distance man he has become one of the
strongest men on the mile relay team.
On February 5th Allie leads his relav
team against Xew Hampshire at the B.
A. A. games in Mechanics Building at
Boston. The race should be a close one
hut the experience of Wills and Wakely
should be an important factor in the
outcome.
Y. M._C. A. NOTES
The Y. M. C. A. held its weoklv
mceting in the Music Room at Chase
Hall, Wednesdav evening. The meeting was led by Max Wakely and John
Monlton was at the piano.
The speaker, Coach Jenkins, held the
interest of his audience with a fine talk
on "The Struggle between the Fundamentalist and the Modernist". He
showed how the struggle is being carried
into all classes of people, and said that
the real issue was the freedom of education. The closing minutes of the
meeting were occupied with an open
discussion of the question.
MIRROR PICTURES
Saturday P.M.
Alethea
1.15
Ramsdell Scientific
1.30
Monday
T. M C. A. Cabinet
1.00
Tuesday
Retiring Publishing Asso. 1.15
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Kittens have Belting
Visitors from Start

The 1930 hockey team walked all
over the Canton High School team last
lay and sent tiiem home with a
defeat hanging on them. The
work of the Kittens forward line
was continually in evidence and Canton had i's hands In!) trying to stem
their opponents offense without even
I thinking of a counter rush. Only in
rare instances was t ic high school sex"Jimmy" Baker Voted Most tet a! le lo carry the puck beyond mil
i ice.
Popular Man. Board
Cogan started th scoring early in
the first period whei he skated through
Adopts New Motto
the entire Canton team for an uua-s-t '
count. Things became a lot compli.lames W. II. Baker '27 was recently
when both Sea r and Cogan were
voted the most popular man in the Sen- • iven penalties and '.he Frosh were left
ior Superlatives, and Fred T. Googins with only three men on the ice. L.
"27 is the man who has done the mos* York tied the score for Canton at this
for the college. Eleanor Seeber '27 is time after a fierce erimmage in front
the most popular coed. The rest of of the Bates goal.
'pon tin' return of
the Senior Superlatives will net be the forward line Uie Freshmen proknown until the Mirror is out. some- Ceeded to increase tie score and by the
time about the middle of May The end of the first i ;od the score mi
booh will l.e printed on Lustre". Ivory 4-1.
paper, and it will Have a black cover
In the second per' el the Cubs scored
with a gold design.
An engraved twice and then Co: ph Bay Thompson
reproduction of Ilathorn Hall will sent in a string of substitutes. Canton
also appear on the cover, and a printed took this opportunity to sink a couple
miniature will appeal on every page.
of goals before the end of the period
The Mirror will be dedicated to JThe third period wits a walkaway for
■Our Mothers", and it promises to be the 1930 team and they scared at will.
'he best Mirror yet. in spite of the Pour more goals v.vre scored and the
fact that it will cost but five dollars. final score was 10-3. The vastly supe
■i reduction of seventy-five cents over rior skating and stick work of the Bob'ast years number. There will be more kittens, together with coalition were
material about the Winter Carnival. the leading factors, in the one-sided
and the Womans Athletic section will score.
probably be longer.
Bay Thompson has done wonders
There will be a Mirror subscription with the team in the short time he
drive at the next student Assembly has had the boys Out. The forward
probably seme time next week. A line and Violette .:• goalie should be
special attempt is being made th's veal i lii'_' help to Wig after mi 1 years in
'o make a college year book, insl
I relieving his first U am.
of merely a Senior publication.
The summary:
The slogan for the 1927 Mirror is BATE8 1930 '
CANTON
-' • reiiects College life
Beeor. Iw
rw, R. fork
Any snap-shots, either humorous or Cogan, c
c, S. LaVorgna
interesting should be handed to Henry Courts, rw
lw, llodg
Hopkins.
Watkins, Id
rd. L. York
Sprague, rd
id. M. LaVorgna
Violette, g
g, c. York
Three-act Farce
Goals: Cogan (unassisted) 4. Coutts
(unassisted) 2. Beeor (unassisted) 2.
to be Given by
Seeor (pass from Coutts) 1, Secor (pass
Cercle Francais from Cogan) 1: 1.. York (scrimmage i
2, s. LaVorgna (scrimmage) 1.

Superlatives for
Mirror Chosen

Annual Play Promises to
Eclipse Those of Past
The members of • • l.e Cercle Fran
■i is"', under the direction of Prof.
Blanche Townsend, will offer next
Monday night in the Little Theatre,
as a bit of pre-mid-year cheer, an
'Xtensive and entertaining program
consisting of a very amusing three act
farce, "La Farce de Maitre Pierre
Pathelin," which will be preceded by a
curtain raiser, a short sketch entitled
"Timide". Members of "Le Cercle
francais'' will present a program of
French songs between the acts.
"Le Lever de Rideau." "Tini'de,"
is a monologue which will be enacted
by Albert F. King '27. After si\ weeks
of practice before a wax dummy which
he has borrowed from his hair dresser,
this timid fellow finally develops the
courage to propose to the girl of his
dreams. He enters his sweetheart's
home with as little ostentation as possible and belittles himself all the while.
While he is waiting for her to come
down he rehearses his lines and his
business but alas! in his ardor he tears
a hole in his coat just as he hears
the approaching footsteps of his sweetheart.
_ "La Farce du Maitre Pierre Pathelin" is a ludicrous comedy in three
acts. The plot of the play is evolved
from the want of a French lawyer and
his wife. The lawyer exercises his
ingenuity in providing clothing for himself and his wife and again in searching out a case to plead. Most amusing situations develop as the play proceeds and it ends in a most unexpected
fashion.
The following members of "Le
Cercle Francais" make up the cast of
the play: Julian A. Mossman '27, Miss
Ella J. Hultgren '27, Arland Jenkins
'28, Dwight E. Walsh '28. John P. Hassett '29. Gilbert R. Rhoades '29, William IL Bull '29. The casts of the plays
have been working hard under the
direction of Prof. Townsend and it is
hoped that this annual presentation
will be well attended.
The plavs are being managed by
Albert C. Webber '28.

Co-eds Help In
Hall Dedication
Last Friday, January 21. six I' tes
"iris chaperoned In Mis. l(o >so. went So
Poland to assist in the entertainment
it the dedication of the new town hall
'here. The entertainment was pro
■ceded by a baked hean supper in the
'w\v building. Those who went were
Ruth Flanders '27. Helen Benner '27.
Marion Skillings '2S Isabella Jones
'28, Priscilla Lunderville '29, and Mary
Pendlebury '29.
The trio consisting of Helen Benner,
Marion Skillings and Ruth Flanders
■laved several selections.
Isabella
Jones sang "Homing". "Rn'n". and
"The Bells of St. Mary's". Selections were read by Mary Pendlebury.
Priscilla Lunderville sang two solos
and she and Isabelle Jones sang two
duets, "Voices of the Woods", and
"Last Xight".
There was also a kitchen band composed of residents of Poland, and two
negroe entertainers who helped make
the entertainment successful.

Macfarlane Has
"Opera" Meeting
"The Flying Dutchman"
by Wagner discussed
by Dr. Leonard

The Macfarlane Club held its annual
"opera" meeting last Monday night in
the reception room at Rand. The facult.v, Deutscher Verein, and a few
townspeople were the guests.
The
meeting was opened by Evnngeline
Tubbs, the president. Dr. A. N. Leonard gave a very interesting lecture on
Wagner's opera "The Flying Dutchman". As he explained " the motifs
they were played on the piano. The
"Damnation" motif which is played
whenever The Flying Dutchman enters,
is sad and gloomy; but Senta's motif.
"Salvation", is happy and joyful. Dr!
NOTICE
Leonard told the legends that gave
There will be no publication of the the composer the inspiration for the
Student until February 18, 1927.
(Continued on Page 4, Column 1)

Bates Brilliant Offensive Play Leaves Final Count 3-2.
Forward Line Does Fine Work Checking Plays before
Reaching Mid Ice. Goalies Play Sparkling Game.

LIBRARY MAKES REQUEST
The Librarian states that
"A hen getting the "Studen's"
ready for the binding she fonnd
tho copy of May 16, 1924 to be
m ssing. It would be appreciated 'f this copy could be contributed so as to make the files
complete.

WILL BATES
WIN STATE
CONTEST?
Garnet Snow Men Should be
Able to Capture Mest
by Narrow Margin
MATNE FAVOPETJ AS FIRST IN
SKI CROSS COUNTRY RACE
•'What is Bates going to do at the
State Winter Sports Meet at Bowdoin
this year?" people are be<r;nning to
wonder. It was won by a large margin last year. Bates scoring -10 points,
to 20 for Maine, and fi for Bow'oin.
Colby failed to Mere. Whatever the
outcome this year, the meet is going to
be much closer than last year's, whieh
■•nlv means more glory to the winner,
of course.
But is Bates going to come through
v.iih enough points |.. t.iki 11 tha ... .i I
Howdoin is beginning to take interest in
this new field as evidenced bv her invitat'on to hold the meet at Brunswick.
Stuhhs is a valuable man whose ability
to take points for the Black and White
mav change the outcome. This means
Colby of Maine, a talented skier, is
still to be reckoned with. He has the
stuff to take over the field in the skicross country and Bates has lost her
Matsnnaga, winner of the sk'-jump ami
ski proliciencv events last vear, as well
as Bagley who took the ski-cross country ami the ski mile race As was -aid
before, the meet will be closer than
usual.
Cheer up thoip*h. we have some g->od
men left ami the |o.=.« by (rraduation
were not confined to Bates. Turner of
Maine, who took first in two snow-shoe
events has graduated
Here's the possible outcome barring the dark horses
and the unexpected. Fuller of Bales
should take a first place in the snowshoe dash. The ski cross-eountrv will
nrnbably give first place to Maine,
Drabble of Bates looks now as though
he should take a -econd. Rollins of
Colby might cut him out. Scammon
and Frost are possible point winners in
that seven mile orind. The snow shoe
eross-countrv, which has been cut to
two miles, is a toss nn between 1'. tea
and Maine. One of the three or four
Rates men are oxoccted to take first
in the ski mile. The same applies to
the ski proficiencv. We are almost certain of "first in the jump with Flynn
taking third at Lake Placid, Gray
lUght to take second as he did last
.-ear. Figured out that gives Bates a
win but not with the marpin of last
,-ear which would nr.t the affair on ice.

New Department For
Corrective Training
Corrective Gym is a department of
the regular physical training for Bates
women. It offers an opportunity for
individual work in cases where a student needs a restricted program for any
physical reason. Tt's main object is to
correct posture defects. This work is
also a means of giving individual attention and gradually increasing the program of a student's activity.
Special attenfion is given to correcting faulty health habits. Much work
is done on the mats and each girl works
with a program fitted to her case. Her
program is changed as often as the
instructor finds it advisable. Regular
apparatus is not used, but specially
adapted equipment is employed. The
students work for improvement and
when they have gained sufficiently,
they are transferred to the regular
gymnasium classes.

After the smoke of battle had
chared away at the St. Dominique
arena last Wednesday afternoon, a
weary but happy Bobcat trotted off the
ice with a White Mule hide behind
him. The Colby outfit staged a brilliant offense in the last of the third period and made two overtime periods
necessary before a decision was
reached.
Bales assumed the offensive from the
beginning and
Colby
was seldom
beyond middle ice in the first period.
Al Lane put over ihe first score but
was sent crashing into the boards as
he made it. It looked as though he
was out for the game, but by the second period he was all set and ready for
more.
The Bates forward line broke up plav
after play before it passed mid-ice. It
was the prettiest exhibition of checking that has been seen for a long time.
Poster, Lane, Malin. White, and Osgood
skated all around th" I'olbv team and'
peppered the cage with shots. West
stooped thirty two of them.
The second period was ranch like th"
first and White increased the Garni r
lead to two. Everything looked rosy
for Bates until Scott broke loose in th"
third period. Colby came back in the
closing stanza with a tremendous rush
that tied the score and sent the game
into extra time. Scott shot a beautiful goal from a difficult angle for the
first Colby count and Theil took a pass
from Brummond shortly after and
whizzed Ihe puck past Manny Palmer
for the tying score.
There was a long rest between the
third ami extra periods and the teams
were anxious to go. There were several nasty scrimmages in front of each
lei :,,'.- _...-,; b*j ,,, ,.., Bonld r: em to
get the puck past either West or
Palmer. The last period was just as
fast and in a torrid scrimmage before
the Colby goal. White snapped the puck
past West for the winning point.
The Bates forward line played an
exceptional game and showed sp 1
and passing that has been missing for
the last couple of vears. They are
aggressive plavers and carried the bat
tie to Colby the entire afternoon. Shot
after shot went for naught when West
played a sparkling game at goalie for
the Waterville outfit. He certainly
had his hands full every minute.
Malia and Osgood have emerged from
their mediocrity and last Wednesday
(Continued on Page -I, Column 2)

Chase Hall Scene
of the First Pop
Concert at Bates
Under the direction of Professor
Crafts, fi Pop Con. err was given at
Chase Hall. January 22. The floor
space was divided into sections—for
dancers, for spectators, and for those
who wished to play cards. The Orphic
Society began the evening's entertainment promptly at 7.SO with several
pleasing selections.
A Lewiston
orchestra played for the dancing, during which musical selections were rendered bv Belle Hobbs. who sang "FidHe and I" and "By thr Waters of
Minnetonka"'. After another interval
of dancing, the Glee Club, directed by
Professor Crafts, sang "When Roses
Bloom" and "Will O' the Wisp".
Kenneth Paul sang several songs during the evening among them being "At
the End of
Honey Moon
Lane",
"Marv Lou", and "Where Bid You
Get Those Eyes?" The next special
feature on the evening's program were
duets sung by Belle llobbs and Livingston Lomas, "Marcheta", and "Drifting and Breaming". After "Asking"
and "Big Brown Bear", selections by'
the Glee Club, dancing and cards were
enjoyed until eleven o'clock.
The Pop Concert would not be quite
complete without refreshments, for its
name was derived from the old time
"pop" of bottles. During the evening
ice cream, cookies, and punch were
served by the waitresses—Priscilla
Lur.derville, Helen Foss, Ena Bolduc.
Bernice Hamm, Loma Lougee, Audrey
Estes, and Pauline Coombs.
The committee in charge of the Pop
Concert was: Helen Benner, Chairman,
Professor Crafts. Marion Skillings. and
Allan Smith. Although as yet there is
no report as to the exact profit, the
affair is considered a great success bv
the entire committee. The proceeds
will go to the Orphic Society.
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THE PLIGHT OF THE COLLEGE PRODIGY
About two years ago the Presidents of Colgate and Dartmouth
startled academic circles by proclaiming-that college education was
for the aristocracy of brains. Immediately a plaintive wail arose
from the descendents of our frontiersmen. Where, alas, was that
equality of opportunity which was the glory of America? The problem commanded headlines. The flurry passed; colleges returned to
the comic page.
Now comes one Bernard DeYoto, dscribed as a professor in a
prominent midwestern university, declaring in the January issue
of Harper's Monthly Magazine that college education offers no hope
for the youth with a true passion for knowledge. His theory is
that every young man or woman should avoid college as he would
the State penitentiary, if he or she shows a violent disposition to
be scholarly. His disillusioned complaint proceeds after this manner: "I find myself convinced that these hungry minds, these
passionate seekers after enlarged and vivified experience, are the
only students worth bothering about. Yet every year adds to my
conviction that in the college system there is no place for them,
that I and my colleagues are tragically wasting the time of our
best prospects. We are evasive, superficial, dishonest. Do I not lecture
abont Shelley's saturation in the classics, when I know little of
Shelley and less of classics.' Have I not been known to praise
Byron's poetry, which I believe almost the worst in English, and
to voice from the platform aesthetic judgments which privately
seemed nonsense? Can I believe that my colleagues are any more
profound or honest about high tariffs, the Renaissance, acquired
characteristics, or relativity? And even if I am the sole charlatan
in a faculty of otherwise learned, profound, judicious, and honest
men. how can my colleagues take, for the initiation into life of
one superior mind, the time which the university directs shall be
expended in teaching a hundred commonplace minds how to do the
exercise on page six?
"The past answer is that the best education has been self-education, even in college. That is why I consistently advise the superior
student, when lie appeals to me. to leave college and get out into
such parts of the world as he may find education in. There are
theatres, concert halls, opera houses. There are art museums.
museums of natural history, and libraries. He has, to begin with.
e famished hunger, a healthy skepticism, a deathless curiosity.
Let such qualities guide him thru these storehouses of knowledge.
And in the end he will be educated."
Professor DeVoto's lament is indeed striking. It probably has
iis origin in something approximating fact. Yet we venture to predict that few students will accept his counsel seriously. Hates
would suddenly become depopulated if they did. We are inclined
to question the effectiveness of Prof. DeYoto's system of self-education. There is, we believe, much to be said for the peculiar scholastic attitude which is more likely to be fostered in the college
than in the public library. There is a world of difference between
an intensive pursuit of learning and a casual exposure of oneself to
it whenever the spirit may so move. Self-education may be ideal,
but even genius sometimes lacks ambition, an essential quality for
those who would abandon the professor.
Our sympathetic advice to Prof. DeYoto is that he reserve a
part of his time for the inspiration of his intellectual royalty, even
though he feels he must continue to hand out to his nit-wits the
products of intellectual indigestion. He may even achieve a more
valuable mission in life than he thinks possible.
Colleges have not always served to encumber the development
of genius. Many literati, philosophers, statesmen, and executives
have struggled along to fame in spite of their university degrees.
Addison, Arnold, and Gibbon were not intellectually warped by
their study at Oxford, nor was Milton by his at Cambridge. Ruskin confesses scholastic connections with Oxford, as do Goethe and
Nietzsche with the University of Liepzig, and Karl Marx with a
trio of German universities. J. Piepont Morgan finds himself
today in comparative ease in spite of a degree from the University
of Gottengen. Darwin graced Cambridge; Lord Bryce and Gladstone, Oxford. Charles Evans Hughes successfully survived the
effects of Brown. William Taft is a loyal alumnus of Yale. Woodrow Wilson became an eminent statesman and stylist even though
he was for many years subjected to the atmosphere of Princeton.
Perhaps we'd better stay around a while longer in spite of Prof.
DeVoto's exhortation.

lee Carnival. Remember the strings
of lights and the flashing, twisting
forms of skaters? Remember the eerie
costumes that made one wonder as to
the reality of life? Remember the
laughter and the staccato ring of
voices 1 Remember the cold and the
hlueness of the stars? It's all to be
there this year and a little more. For
the Ice Carnival is under the direction
of Lewis Foster. Let's all get our costumes out or begin sewing the buttons
on a new one and be there in time for
the grand march. The music will be
sweet that night.
Saturday, if we're not tired out by
the exertions of the first two days, will
cap the climax. The whole day will
he given over to the Carnival and every
minute will lie tilled with a big event.
In the morning comes the winter sports
meet with the other Maine colleges.
There is to be some keen competition
since on the day before Bowdoin is
holding the state meet at Brunswick
and that event will act as an appetizer
for the men. It will put them into
shape for our meet. Instead of going
to Brunswick to see the meet, stay here
and let the meet come to you. There
is to be everything: the dashes and
runs on skiis and snowshoes, the proficiency tests on skiis. the jumping and
a new feature, the ski snow-shoe relay.
In the afternoon there will be a hockey
game with the alumni, all the old stars
will be back and intent upon giving the
varsity conclusive proof that this
year's team does not compare with
those of former years. It ought to be
interesting.
Well, everything in those three big
days just leads up to that one big
occasion—the Hop. With Hopkins in
charge the committee is working hard
to put that over big: better than those
of previous Carnivals. It's going to
be hard to beat last year's, but there
is a competent man on the job and it
is expected that he is going to do it.
Better mark that date down on the
calendar and set aside that night for
pure enjoyment. It's one of those too
few dances which one remembers long
after the event has gone.
Look over this program and make a
note of those things which you can't
afford to miss. Don't forget to enter
Thursday's and Friday's competition.
Thursday afternoon:
1 lap skate for women
1 lap skate for men
5 lap obstacle race for men
High jump for men
Broad jump for men
12 lap race for men
Thursday night:
Open house in Parker
Friday afternoon:
Ski dash for women
Snow shoe dash for men
Snow shoe dash for women
Ski dash for men
Snow shoe obstacle for men
Ski slide for women
Friday night:
Ice Carnival
Saturday morning:
Intercollegiate snow shoe dash
"
ski Cross-country
"
snow shoe crosscountry
Saturday afternoon:
Intercollegiate ski-snowshoe relay
ski mile
"
ski proficiency

"

ski jump

Hockey game with Alumni
Saturday night:
Carnival Hop

READS CLASSICS
IN SOCIAL HOUR
Mr. Mendum, instructor in Freshman
Rhetoric, has been holding a series of
readings at his home on Thursday evenings. These have been interestintr as
well as beneficial. They are of part'eular interest to those students who
expect to become teachers of English.
Through this means one may become
acquainted with classics that are difficult reading for the ordinary student.
Mr. Mendum has already given three
of the series of readings.
At the first meeting, the First Canto
of Spenser's "Faerie Queen" was
read. An open forum followed in
which the Spenserian stanza, and the
meaning and the use of the words, were
discussed.
The second was from Milton's "Paradise Lost". The use of Greek mythology in the writings of Milton were
discussed.
At the last reading, on Thursdav,
January 20, Falstaff's part in Shakespeare's" "Henry IV" (Part I and II)
was read. Mr. Mendum rendered an
interpretation of Falstaff.
Y. W. C. A. NOTES
The weeklv Y. W. C. A. meeting was
held in Rand Hall, Wednesday evening.
Belle Hohbs '27 sang a solo "The Ride
of the Caravan". The prayer for the
evening was written by Agnes Grey
and was very impressive. Miss Florence Burke '27 was the
speaker and took for her subject, "The
Power of Silence'. The talk was
divided into three parts. The first
dealt with poems and scripture readings, each of which have an element of
stillness. The second part discussed
pictures, and the third division took up
the importance of silence to those who
are able to develop it.

The Garnet Sport Pan
"Red" Oviatt, Editor

Last Saturday night Allie Wills
showed us that our trust in his ability
and grit was by no means misplaced.
His scoring a second to Lloyd Halm in
the K of C mile was really a remark
able accomplishment in consideration
of the facts that he was running
against some of the best milers of the
\ Fast and was not even near being in
the pink of condition. There is JIO
question but that he will be a big asset
in the relay struggle- against the Xew
Hampshire quartet at the B. A. A.s.
A floating puck and pontoon skates
would have been the only expedients
that could havi made a hockey gallic
possible last Saturday, and as a result
the New Hampshire game was cancelled. The boys were genuinely disappointed as the.' were counting on
avenging the early-season defeat
pinned on them by the Granite Staters.
But the gang made victory doubly
sweet by handing out a healthy licking
to the Colby ice men. It was a bitterly
contested affair and we suro take off
our hats to Wig and the outfit for the
neat exhibition of hockey. We are due
for a return to state hockey supremacy
and to all appearances the Bobcat has
started its campaign on the right foot.
The team will be materially strengthened after midyears and the games
that are being tucked under the belt
before tha' time will aid greatly
toward a championship.
Which brings up the question of
"exhibition games!" It is really
queer that the score of a game can
change the viewpoints of some individuals. Might we humbly, offer the suggestion that the policy of good sportmanship which certain coaches have
tooted so loudly in the past might be
exercised—even when the shoe pinches
the foot that was supposed to be the
safest. But there now, we don't mini;
it—the gang will take Bowdoin anil
Colby in exhibition games, series
games, or any kind of games they may
want to play.
Johnny Cogan, Secor, and Contts
ran wild against Canton last Tuesday
ind scored ten goals for the Freshmen.
Johnny is like a streak of Lightning
and not even his own team mates can
eem to keep up with him.
Let us not take the use of the Lewiston Armory too much for granted.
The courtesy of. the high school and
authorities should be very keenly
appreciated by the entire student body.
It has made possible the continuation
of the dormitory and class leagues and
has allowed those students particularly
interested in basketball to obtain their
physical training credits in a sport of
their own choice. We believe we
express the sentiment of the college
when we say that the use of the Lcwiston High School equipment is sin
•erely appreciated anil that when it is
our turn to offer similar service we
shall not be found wanting.
We will get our first opportunity "l'
the year to size up our Winter Sports
team after the Mechanic Falls meet
this Saturday. The men are in goo 1
condition and should make an excellent
showing in all the events, I-'ebruarv
11, the day of the State Meet, is r:i i
idly approaching and the events shou'd
be more closely contested than ever
before. The boys will have to wo:!;
to retain their laurels.
Tin' Freshmen meet Portland in a
dual meet this Saturday and it should
lie a dose one. Mac Cnrev 's team is
bound to be a good one and the Fros'i
are not over strong in good tracl:
naterial.

East Parker at
Head of League
Roger Williams Team nowTied with Off Campus
Men for Second.
Two close, exciting games were
played in the inter dormitory league
last Friday evening. East Parker
defeated the strong Off-Campus team
17-14 and John Bertram nosed out the
luckless West Parkeritcs 27-25. Ledger
and Cole starred as usual for the East
Parker outfit. In the final period they
got loose and scored eight points to
capture the victory. Phillips, the big
center played brilliantly for the losers.
In the second game West Parker continued its losing streak altho they led
for three periods. West Parker is
shaping up as the leading candidate for
the ignominious cellar berth.
The
inter-dormitory championship
was virtually decided when East
Parker overwhelmed the hitherto impressive monastery five. Led by Ledger, Cole and Black the champions ran
up a 37-5 score. Thus the hopes of the
best Roger Williams team in modern
years were extinguished. The East
Parker boys were in their best form of
the season and displayed a fine brand
of team-work.
The other game was also a walk
away. The Off -Campus team went into
a tie for second place when they
■wamped John Bertram 39-9. Giroux
and Roy starred for the winners.
The league standing with the EastWest. Parker and Roger Williams-Off
Campus games to bo played is as follows:
Won
Lost
East Parker
3
0
Roger William i
2
1
Off-Campus
2
1
John Bertram
1
3
West Parker
(1
3

Girl's Locker Unit
Ready After Exams
New Building to Feature
Corrective Gymnasium
and Modern Showers
The women who participate in athletics and gym work will be glad to
know that after m'd vears the much
longed for opening of the Women's
Division of the Xew Athletic Building
will take place. The indoor gym has
been used between Thnnksjrivintr and
one week after Christmas, partly in the
morning, and on certain afternoons, for
baseball. But soon the locker and
shower rooms will be available.
The large corrective room which is
the size of the women 's gym at Rand
Hall will hold equipment enough for
the entire Junior Class and the corrective classes. There will be showers.
lockers, dressing room, and all the fixin's. Above all the white marble Bhowers will be internally controlled BO thai
they may be graduated from hot to
"old. These are not the only interesting luxuries for there is a large fireplace at one end of the corrective room,
while built in on one side is a small
room for a kitchenette. It is hoped
that a schedule may be worked out so
that this room may be used for group
parties for the women.
Only a few more weeks, girls, before
the grand opening.
HOMEWARD BOUND
The train rolled in the station.
Each one was on his feet.
We pushed and pulled, jerked
strained
To get us a good seat.

and

Every one of us was happy.
We all were full of cheer.
For we were going home that day.
And stay until Xew Year.

We had long ways to journey
East Parker went to the front in the
Aye hours weary and long.
inter-dorm league by mauling the
So a Soph took out his uke.
monks in a terrible fashion. Black
And played us many a song.
came into his own for Parker by netting fifteen points. Everything is set But while we all were happy;
now for a real bitter battle with the
Yet we had a little prayer:
other side of the house.
Would that we could meet
Those sweet little damsels there.

OPEN FORUM
THE COMMONS AGAIN
A hog uses his trough for everything:
and so, over at the Commons, one of
the most disagreeable necessities is
having to use one set of silver for all
courses of a meal. The same spoon
that is used for the peas is forced into
double service at dessert; the same
knife that scoops up the beans is use I
to help the individual to some butter.
In most boarding houses when the
board charged is even less than at the
"Commons" clean silver is supplied
with each course; and even at the
"Commons" the faculty table is given
clean silver for their desserts. Certainly what is considered necessary for
the faculty should not be considered
too good for us. This may seem like
a petty matter but already it has
caused unfavorable comments from visitors from other colleges.
A. O. B., '28

For right behind our little chair.
Were two maidens merry
Who had come from a place in Maine
Called Westbrook Seminary.
The uke strings twanged away.
And they began to sing.
So we all gathered round.
And formed a little ring.
The miles passed by rythmatieally,
While homeward we were borne,
And we didn't stop our singing
Until we reached Boston.
C. J. C. '30
PHIL HELLENIC
The Phil Hellenic Club held a party
at Rand Hall gymnasium, on Tuesday
evening, January 25.
A program of social games under the
leadership of George Drabble and Walter Durost was much enjoyed.
Refreshments of ice cream and cookies were served at the close of the evening's activities.
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Pres. Gray Back
From Long Trip

The Purple Decade
Are you a loyal Bates man or
woman t—We bear a chorus of disgusted "Blahs", an impertinent
•Phooey!" The question is so boring
that it even bores us. To be a loyal
Bates man or woman mean;; to strive
for the be«t welfare of the college as
:i whole. Y,ou know we are apt to be
greedy animals; we cone to college and
|>ay our money for what we can get out
cpf it. We do as we do in life, try to
keep "little me" at the head of the
waiting line. But there is more to life
and college than that—it would be
beastly stupid if there weren't. Beyond
•'me" there is the group, the college or
the world, to consider. Just now we
happen to be here at Bates: we may
not like all of the rules (or lack of
rules!), we may not like all of the
students (or pseudo—students), we
may not even approve of all the professors, but we made Bates our choice—
it is up to us to do our best for Bates.
Hoing our best does not mean to fold
our hands and sit, letting teacher
teach us if he can (as one of our dear
professors express'.!
it) — it
means
action toward the improvement of
rules, ourselves, and the professors.
Falstaff would appreciate this one if
lie were in our condition.
Beth—When do the leaves begin to
turn.
Jimmie—The night before examination.
Phooey!
You know the average college student seems to be neither bad nor good
—-merely indifferent, negative. He is
languidly receptive and never seems to
have an opinion of his own. lie apparently absorbs class-room work as
quickly as a sponge absorbs water and
loses it as fast as a sieve loses water.
Is this lack of mental vigor and character a super-broad broad-mindedness
nr is the average student really as
badlv off as he seems?

V

LOVE
A bit o' cryin'
A bit o' sighin'
A hit o' tryin'
A lot o' lyin'!
Love—we leave it to a cvnical West
Parkerian or a dreaming Millikenian!
Tuesday mornings. We like Tuesday mornings especially well because
they are music mornings in chanel. We
wish to express our genuine appreciation to Professor Crafts and the Choir
for the beautiful ami artistically rendered selections which they give us.
We have a desire to glorifv poetry.
It is perfect sympathy. When your
lienrt is in pain as tho a cruel fist were
crushing it slowly there is poerry.
When you feel the gushing flame of
eestaey in your heart there is p e*rv.
When the lovely bi-lv Memory trails
her delicate fingers in the dust of your
heart—there is poetry.
Have you ever rend "Pipes of Pan"
by Bliss Carman.' The poems an- • el
ieate, bewitching things about the wonIrousncss of Spring and the thrill of
Autumn. In "Spring Magic" there is
i tiny verse.
"I blend with the soft shadows
Of the voung maple leaves.
And mingle in the rain-drops
That shine among the eaves."
Conntee Cnllen, a negro uttering lies
cynical cry, has written a slim book,
'Color". It is rather horrible to read
in the lines and between the lines how
greatly the man mast have suffered.
You should read "Yet do I Marvel".
Another poem is "Caprice".
'I "II tell him when lie conies", she
said,
"Body and baggage, to go,
Though the night be darker than my
hair
And the ground be hard with snow."

Alumni Societies Learn
of New Development
One of the things which keen Bates
Alumni linked to their Alma" Mater
is a gathering of the Alumni and news
of the college. President Cray has
recently been away from the campus on
just such a trip.
On Friday afternoon. January 7, he
left Lewiston for Portland. That evening he spoke at the Woodfords Club.
Saturday was spent in Boston anil Xcw
York on college business. On the way
to Buffalo, Monday, January 10, he
passed a few hours at Rochester. In
Buffalo a very enthusiastic meet'ng of
the Bates Alumni was held. Albert E.
Jennings. Bates '12, presided. Tuesday. President Gray was met in Cleveland. Ohio, by Mr. Anderson. '21. A
group of a dozen Bates Alumni gathered at the home of Mr. Clarence' Hatch
17.
From Cleveland, President Gray went
to Chicago where he attended the meeting of the American Association of Colleges. Although President Grav has
met this Association about twelve
times in the past seven years he considered this meeting, presided over by
Mr. Walter Fisher '06, the most enthusiastic Chicago ever held. Several persons had been to Bates recently and
were very much pleased with conditions here. Among these were Erban
Willis of 1900, Dr. John P. Sprague
'98 and Mr. Bragg, who formerly
taught here.
The next Bates meeting was held in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Tin- meeting was
held at the home of Frederick Hoffman
'93. The Bates Alumni present wenMr. Shaw '24. Mr. Herbert E. Hinton
'17. Mrs. Fobbs *M and Mr. Fobbs '22.
On his return trip.. President Gray
stopped in Washington at the home of
Mr. T. E. Robertson. This meeting was
the largest and best ever held in the
Capitol city. Mrs. Robertson is a graduate of Bates, class of 1890. Among
other Bates people present were Congressman Beedv '0:1, General Mark Hershey '90 and Oscar Merrill '99 on
whom Bates conf"rred a doctor's
degree of science twe years ago.
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PERSONALS
The last week before mid-years and
still there is much life on the Bates
Campus.
There was another snow-shoe party
out to Thorncrag Cabin Tuesday afternoon. Those going were the directors
of the Outing Club and the chairmen
of the various committees on the Out
ing Club Circus. " 'Twas a jolly
party."
Miss Lucille Toothacher was the
guest of Mrs. Madeline C. Gorton at
her home in Mechanic Falls last week
end.
Margaret Morris and Eleanor W i
were recently taken in as new members
of the Girls Glee Club.
Ola Coffin entertained at cards Frances Cobb, Edward Erickson. ami Harold Louder Wednesday evening in Prye
St. House.
Mrs. Pierce and Miss Wiggin were
the dinner guests of Dean Pope, Monday night at Rand.
An engagement shower was given
Kunice Tibbetts Wednesday evening by
eleven of the Junior girls, in Charlotte
Clarke's room. Those present were
"Oy" Coburn, "Polly" Hill, "Bun
ay" Carll, Lorna Lougee, Ruth Hast
ings, Helen Goodall. Ruth Moore, Flora
Tarr,
Miriam
Merton,
"Charlie"
Clark, and Louise Ilersey.
Miss Hester Ordway is visiting her
parents in South Paris this week end.
Billie Swan taught last week in New
Gloucester.
Don Giddings, Red Page. Charlotte
Fuller and Bee Small were the members
of a bridge party in Cheney House last
Tuesday evening-.
Women's Politics Club entertained
Mrs. Chase at dinner in Rand Tuesday
night. Mrs. Chnse was the speaker at
the club meeting in -he reception after
dinner.

28,

Bates to Compete
at Montreal Meet
Last Year "Ray" Thompson
was Elected Director
of the I. W. S. U.
A Hates Winter Sports team will represent the Maine or Eastern Division
of the Intercollegiate Winter Sports
Union Championship meet held in Montreal, March 4th and 5th.
Bates was honored in the election
last year to the I. W. S. V. Board of
Directors of Professor C. Bay Thompson. Bates '13, instructor of History,
director of freshman athletics, winter
sports coach and faculty adviser to
the Bates Outing Club. Election took
place at the ami nil meeting held at
Hanover, X. II., when Coach Thompson
was appointed one of the three divisional members of the Executive Com
in it tee to represent the Eastern or
Maim- division of the Union. The
other members were Professor C. A.
Proctor of Dartmouth, Central Division
and l.t. Col. W. Bovey of McGill University, the Canadian division. The
members of this committee are chosen
from some college or university in the
division represented and are elected
for a period of no less than four years.
Bates is the only Maine institution
to hold active membership in the I. \V.
S. XJ. The active members of the Central and Canadian division include
Dartmouth, McGill, Ottawa, University
of Montreal, University of Xew Hampshire and Williams. Associate members of the Eastern division are Colby.
Bowdoin and University of Maine.
The Intercollegiate Winter Sports
Union was organized, in the winter of
192:! 24 ami is the lineal descendant of
the Intercollegiate Ski Association,

GARMENTS
Kepaired, Cleaned and Pressed
COLLEGE ST. TAILORING SHOP
We cater to

Eleanor Howe, Pam Leighton, Charlotte Fuller, Carolyn Stanley, Marge
Jewell and Betty Hall attended a
bridge party given by Helen Kenyon
of Auburn on Saturday night.
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which developed from the skiing competition between McGill and Dartmouth begun in 1913.
The annual meet of the I. W. S. U.
is the only official Intercollegiate
Championship. Each division holds a
meet subject to Union rules each year
at a time and place determined by the
division, and prior to the championship meet. No person is eligible to
compete in any I. W. S. U. meet who
is not an amateur and who is not a
bona fide student in good standing of
the college or university which he represents. The Eastern Divisional meet
will be held at Bowdoin College February 11th and the championship meet
at Montreal March 4th and 5th.
John H. Scammon, Bates '27, of
Chocura, X. II., president of the Bates
Outing Club is captain of the winter
sports team which will represent Bates
in these events featuring ski cross
country, snow-shoe races, skating
events, ski jumping and proficiency
tests. Scammon is Pres. of the organization.

20% FLUNK
20% of students were dropped last
year because of poor scholarship. N.
Y. U. had the highest mortality with
30%—Vale the lowest with 12%.
Misdirected effort is responsible for
this condition. Overcome it! Don't
waste so many hours taking notes in
longhand. Use the A. B. C. shorthand
system, based on Prof. E. L. Thoradike's Foundation Vocabulary.
Kasy to learn, written with A. B.
C's. not a strange symbol, mastered
in about one week—enables you to
take notes 3 times as fast—a great
asset for scholastic success. Practical
in journalism, business, court notes,
sermons, lectures, research, etc.
Don't waste precious time. Send for
a complete course TO — DAY! Only
$2.00.
A. B. <'. Shorthand Sy«t<rm
1S2 \\ . -i 42nd St., X. Y.
FREE DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
on REQUEST

Correct Apparel
&
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BATES GIRLS

SODALITAS LATINA

Marie Abbott was the guest of her
James T. Black
MAKE THE PAUL STORE
Sodalitas Latins held its regular sister Louise Abbott at Chase House
Representative
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
meeting in the Latin Room. Tuesday over the week-end.
FOR
evening at 7 o'clock. President Han"Pris" Lunderville, Belle Hobbs.
cock presided at the brief business
Coats, Dresses, Millinery,
meeting and then Beatrice Ingalls, Helen Benner, " Al" Smith, "I.ivy"
Underwear, Corsets,
chairman of the program committee. Lomas. and "Vic" liowen sang at the
took charge. A novel feature of the U. B. Church Sunday night.
Hosiery, Gloves
program was a model Freshman Latin
'ninnnm*:1'1-'*^
It seemed good to see Ruby Stevens
class. The '' first day '' was conducted
Dress
Goods,
Silks,
Linens,
back
on
campus
last
Sundav
afternoon.
by Shirley Gilbert and the 'second
lav"' by Dorothy Jordan. The open She is now in training at St. Barnabus
Accessories
J. H. STETSON CO., Inc.
discussion of problems of Latin teach- Hospital, Portland.
BECAUSE
ers and "first day" experiences furSPORTING GOODS
Lorna
Lougeo
went
on
a
snoe-shoe
nished valuable suggestions for proOur Styles are the Newest
Agents for Wright & Ditson
party
with
her
Girl
Reserves
of
spective teachers. Dorothy Jordan is
Our Quality is the Best
65 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, M».
chairman of the program committee Auburn. Mondav evening.
Our Prices are the Lowest
for the second semester.
Telephone
119
To complete the live lectures of the
Church Vacation School Course, a demonstration of a Church Vacation School
Make sure to see
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
program was g'von at I.ibbey Forum
last Monday night. It was under the
BILL THE BARBER
" Le Cercle Franca is" held its reg- supervision of Marion Brown.
CHAS. M. BILLINGS, Mgr.
ular meeting in I.ibbey Forum last Tuesfor a haircut or a shave
day evening, the twenty-fifth, at seven
168-174 Lisbon Street
Also
Among the many who have lately
o'clock, over which Jeanne Lowe, vice honored the " home folks" with their
Shingling and Bobbing a Specialty.
president of the organization, presided. company are: Pollv l>avis. Erna Tetley. Lewiston,
CHASE HALL
Maine.
In the course of the meeting two "Bee" Milliken. Bettv Stevens. "BunFrench songs, "June Kilette, Profitez ny" Carll. Clara Stetson. Belva Carll
du Temps", and a "Minuet'", were and "Jimmy" Goodwin. They must Telephone 3480
Telephone 250
sung by Isabelle Jones, '28. These be seizing a last opportunity to use u«l
TRAVEL BY
were followed by a social hour, during anv strav cuts.
which the members enjoyed several
charades, a spelling bee in French, and
other games.
HAHNEL BROS. CO.

E. S. PAUL CO.

Contractors for the
Roofing and Sheet Metal Work
on the
NEW ATHLETIC BUILDING
56 Main Street,
Lewiston, Maine

WHITE LINE BUSSES
Waterville and Rockland via Augusta

Leave Hotel Atwood 7.00, 9.45 and 12.30; 3.15 and 6.00 P.M.
In "Singing Rivers" Dorothy Una
Sundays, 8 A. M. 1.00 and 6.00 P. M.
Rateliffc writes adorable poetry about
hobs and pixies. When you doubt
Special
Parties Accommodated
fairies and you don't want to doubt
fairies read about Puck:
Our Motto "Safety First"
At Kettle well he
73
BATES
STREET
WHITE LINE GARAGE
Was tickling trout
HELLO BILL
Till
they
twirled
and
twirled
But when he came with his gay black
Like a round-about.
Let's go to Longley's and get our
head
And like Ruth Lister
Luggage, also have our repairing done
Thrown back, and his lips apart.
Heard him trill.
there. A very large assortment of
She flipped n light hair from his coat.
"Follow me. Follow.
Trunks, Suitcases, Bags, etc.
And sobbed against his heart.
Up Halton Gill".
:
LONGLEY'S LUGGAGE STORE
Carl Sandburg catches certa n elusive
227 Main St.
feelings in a quaint, original way. His
:hings have a pleasing oddity, due to
LAUNDRY
'■is utter disregard of all the conveu- HORRIS-HAYDEN
•ions of poetry; so every now and then
Room 2, West Parker
we return to him.
They ask each other
DISTINCTIVE
Where they came from.
PHOTOGRAPITY
Am I the river your white birds flyWe solicit your patronage
over?
Are you the green valley my s'lver
Blank
Loose
BOSTON TAILORING CO.
channels roam?
The two of us a bowl of blue sky day
Books,
Leaf
33>'2 SABATTTJS ST.
time and a bowl of red stars night
time?
Ruled
Work
Bepairing—Ladies and Gents clean
Who picked yon
Ing
and
pressing.
Dyeing
and
new
out of the first greai world of nothings
Blanks
to order
PAotb and~.//rt Stfjdio
garments made at reasonable prices.
and threw von here?

& Webber Co,

PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS

HARRY L PLUMMER

GEO. V. TURGEON
(JEWELERS 1
DIAMONDS

80 LISBON STREET

,

&

CO.

LEATHER

STORE

Headquarters for Baggage

X*7".A-TCT.EX:E

LEWISTON

FOGGS

MAINE

Repairing of All Kinds Promptly Done
tSS MAIN 8T.,

LEWISTON, MB.

All kinds of BOOK and JOB PRINTING executed
in a neat, prompt and tasty manner

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE
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SOPHOMORE HOP SCHEDULED
FOR TOMORROW EVENING
Manson's Orchestra of Gardiner to Furnish Music for
First Formal Dance of Year. Committee in Charge
of Decorations Plans New Feature.
Saturday night spells merriment and
fun galore to Bates "eds" and "coeds", as well as for the friends of
'29 in the three other colleges. On
that night the class of nineteen hundred twenty-nine holds the annual
Sophomore II"]', entertaining friends
from Bowdoiu. tin' University of
Maine, and Colby, and doing their best
to make them happy. The fun commences at eight o'cloek, and from then
far into the night, the strains of danee
nuts:.- will float our upon the frosty
nil*. Manson's Orchestra of Gardiner
lave guaranteed to furnish the music.
These jazzmen have earned for themselves a wide-spread reputation by virtue of the good music which they are
ru-eustomed to give.
Interest runs high on the Bates
Campus.
Many subscriptions have
already been received for this formal
function. On every tongue lies the
nuestion, "Are you going to the Hop.'*'
A big crowd is expected, and a good
time is being planned.
A surprise awaits those who wend
their way Chase Ball ward to this
annual fete, for Miss Mary l'endlebury.
in charge of decorations, is reported to
have devised a scenic effect that, when
displayed at the Hall, bids fair to
arouse admiration from all.
The list of patrois and patronesses
will include President and Mrs. Gray.
Professor Browning and Dean Pope.
Professor and Mrs. Jenkins, and Professor Myhrman and Miss Bass.
The Committee on Arrangements con
isis .,1' Marv Pendlebury, Faith Blake.
Miriam McMiehaol. Julius Mueller, and
Allan Nash.
Dance orders may be obtained from
Frank Colburn, Boom One. East i'.nker
Hall.

MACFARLANE HAS
OPERA MEETING

GARNET ICE MEN
TAKE OVER COLBY
(Continued from first page)
certainly played a strong defensive
game and also carried the pink up the
ice many line s. They are a different
pair from the appearances. Malia
showed some pretty stick work and several times was able to get close to the
Colby goal. The Garnet mill gels were
in sharp contrast with the young giants
that the Colby tram possessed.
Manny Palmer did his work nobly
before the cage and in several incidents made seemingly impossible stops.
He is getting better every game and
with his natural ability should be the
most efficient goalie in the state.
For Colby. Scott was by far the cleverest and was the only man successful
in penetrating the Hates defense. IT<.
was a clever skater and could handle
the puck. His score in the third period was a beauty.
The summary:
BATES
COLBY
I.a lie. lw
rw. Scott
Foster, c
e, Drummond
White, rw
lw. Gould
Malta, Id
rd. Peacock
Osgood, rd
hi, Carlson
g. West
Palmer, g
Goals: Lane (unassisted), Scott (unassisted), White (pass from I.aae. Th el
pass from Drummond), White i scrimmage).
THE KIRAGE

opera. Then he related the romance ..f
Renta and The Flying Dutchman who
was condemned to wander until he
found a woman who would be faithful
to him. Tragic deaths came to both
but together they found happiness in
heaven. The overture was played on
the victroln. and during the lecture
Isabelle .Tones sang "Simla's Ballad"
and six Maefarlane Club girls, Helen
Foss. Belle Hobbs, F.lvn Duncan, Marion Rkillings. Priseilla T.underville and
Elizabeth Crafts sanir "The Spinning
Song". Dr. Leonard's lecture was
instructive and the selections from the
opera were especially pleasing.

I was sleeping on the bank of a mountain stream.
That rushed headlong to the ocean
green.
When I dreamt of the girl that I
adored,
Her pretty name being Elanoire.
And as I slept in utmost content
Amid the pines and firs with their delicate scent,
I awoke and looked before me.
And there in a hollow of the mountain
stream
I saw the face that oft' I dreamed.
Mirrored before me like magic it
seemed
Slowly expanded, a wondrous scene.
An 1 as T steadfast gazed before.
T,o and Behold! The face of Elanoire.
Carolus (C. J. C. '30)

THE G. B. JOHNSON
COMPANY

AMERICAN-ITALIAN
CAFE

Wholesale Dealers in

PRIVATE BOOTHS

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
FRUITS AND PRODUCE
AUBURN, MAINE

M. BARTONES
Corner Bates and Main Streets

(Continued from Page One)

Compliments of the New

Compliments of

The College Store

DORA CLARX TASH
STUDIO

Operates with a mini-

ALUMNI NOTES
COLBY TO DEBATE B. U.
The Colby debating schedule which
has been recently announced includes
Clarence E. Churchill, Bates '26. of
the following: Boston College; Mar- Brandon, Vermont, was married on Fri
'pictte
University
of
Milwaukee: day, November twenty-sixth to ElizaGeorge Washington University; Get- beth Randall Rice of Natick, M.ISR.
AUBURN J. CARR
tysburg University; University of Ver- He is teaching in Framingham, Mass..
mont: Boston University; Massachu- and is principal of the night schools
setts Agricultural College: Middlebury there.
EMPHASIS ON HEALTH
Recent reports show the emphasis College; University of Maine: and Uni
being placed on health in college life. versify of New Hampshire.
Stanley Larv of Boston, a graduate
Dr. Swan of the American Social
of Bates in the class of '09, was a
EVERYBODY
Hygiene Association gave lectures at
"Everybody wants to go to college"' recent guest of Mr. Harry Rowe. Mr
the University of Maine last week. is the logical conclusion by tin' Boston Lary spoke at a meeting of Rotar
The lectures were well attended.
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STUDENT FORUMS
that full provision has been made for
Students at 1!. T. State College have the mental hygiene of students. The
organized to hold regular meetings for report also explains what is being done
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i-unard line has chartered a liner to
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H. P. Cummings Construction Co.

R. W. CLARK

Registered

Druggist!

Pure Drugs and Medicines

— IN ALL SEASONS —

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

LEWISTON, MAINE

258 Main Street, Cor. Bates,

EAT

Say it With Ice Cream

GEORGE- A. ROSS
ELM

"Bates 1904

STREET

Lewiston Trust Company

Turner Centre
Ice Cream
Always the Same

LEWISTON, MAINE

Delicious Flavor

ERNEST JORDAN
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NEW SHOES FOR OLD ONES

Ice Cream and Drinks

Come in and let us tell you what this
means. We do not cobble shoes—we
rebuild them. We use the famous
Goodyear Welt system.
Have your
shoes repaired while you wait.

FINE ATHLETIC
GOODS

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

WELLS SPORTING GOODS GO.

7 Sabattus St.

AUBURN, MAINE

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Banking in all its Branches
4% Interest Paid on Savings Deposits

Compliments of

J. W. White Co
FOR GOOD CLOTHES AND
FURNISHINGS

WHEELER CLOTHING CO.
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
Special discount Given to
College Students

157 Main Street
THE

QUALITY

8HO

143 College Street
THREE MINUTES FROM THE CAMPUS

COLLEGE MEN
LIKE OUR CLOTHES

Tel. I8I7-W

JOHN G. COBURN

PEOPLE'S SHOE SHOP
(THE MOCCASIN HOUSE)
High Grade Moccasins and Rubbers for School Wear
We Repair Shoes to Look Like New

Removed to 33 SABATTUS STREET

"Deserves It's Popularity'

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.
6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 2638-11
Telephone 2463-R.

ARTHUR H. BROOKS
Water Struck Brick Manufacturer
Face Brick a Specialty
583 Main St.,
LEWISTON, MAINE

EZRA H. WHITE. D. D. S.
51 LISBON STREET
Tel. 435-W
LEWISTON
Dr. Bresnahan is with Dr. White.

LaFlamme
PHOTOGRAPHS FOR
THOSE WHO
DISCRIMINATE
265 Lisbon Street
Cor. Chestnut Street
GOOGIN FUEL
COAL AND
Telephone
57 Whipple
LEWISTON,

AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE
Let him go to a good shop and attire himself irreproachably!

TAILOR

So said Emerson.

240 Main Street

COMPANY
WOOD
1800
Street
MAINE

Lewiston

CR0NIN & ROOT'S CLOTHES
SELL GOOD CLOTHES

